products that
invite possibility

Think about a world without insurance. No one could comfortably
take a risk. People would fear driving. They couldn’t afford to
fix their homes. They wouldn’t enjoy a boat ride on a sunny day.
Safeco® products open the door for possibility. The promise that
comes with these products allows a person to go confidently and
make lasting memories each and every day. That’s peace of mind.

achieving peace of mind with comprehensive coverage

There are few things more devastating in life than a total loss that’s not covered. Safeco aims to avoid

that with coverages customers will only find with Safeco and product lines broad enough that agents won’t
need to split policies across multiple carriers.
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Multiple coverage levels
and optional endorsements
available to tailor protection
for each customer.

True umbrella product
extends coverage for home
and auto and covers risks
that may not otherwise be
covered.

Several discounts available
for each product, including
major savings when multiple
policies are purchased.

A unique telematics
program, allowing customers
more control over their
premium.

Agreed value coverage
available on some
products.

Sophisticated rating
system offers the most
attractive rates to the most
preferred customers.

As customer lifestyles change, the risks change, and Safeco products follow that
evolution to ensure every customer can protect what they value most not just today,
but every day in the future. Life without worry.
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